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Abstract
Background This study provides an integrated
assessment of the economic and social impacts of
genomic sequencing for the detection of monogenic
disorders resulting in intellectual disability (ID).
Methods Multiple knowledge bases were cross-
referenced and analysed to compile a reference list
of monogenic disorders associated with ID. Multiple
literature searches were used to quantify the health
and social costs for the care of people with ID. Health
and social expenditures and the current cost of whole-
exome sequencing and whole-genome sequencing were
quantified in relation to the more common causes of ID
and their impact on lifespan.
Results On average, individuals with ID incur annual
costs in terms of health costs, disability support,
lost income and other social costs of US$172 000,
accumulating to many millions of dollars over a lifetime.
Conclusion The diagnosis of monogenic disorders
through genomic testing provides the opportunity to
improve the diagnosis and management, and to reduce
the costs of ID through informed reproductive decisions,
reductions in unproductive diagnostic tests and
increasingly targeted therapies.

Introduction

Intellectual disability (ID) may be non-syndromic
or syndromic, with various other body systems
affected. Syndromic forms of ID may include those
associated with epilepsy, inborn errors of metabolism
and malformations of the central nervous system or
other organs. Additional inherited conditions, such
as cardiac and gastrointestinal syndromes associated with ID, may also occur, which in total result
in almost 2000 disorders associated with ID. High-
penetrance, single-gene disorders, many of which
are not inherited and occur de novo,1 account for
approximately 20% of infant mortality2 and 10%
of paediatric hospitalisations,3 with significant costs
to the healthcare system and to families. Many children with a genetic disorder remain undiagnosed,4
leading to poorly optimised management, recurrence estimates limited to empiric risks and a failure
to address psychosocial morbidity.5 Expensive and
unproductive diagnostic odysseys have occurred
frequently in the pregenomic era as a result of
pursuing serial single-gene tests and invasive investigations, resulting in a low diagnostic yield for ID
of ~20%.6 7 Genomic testing has radically altered
the rate of molecular diagnosis in individuals with
monogenic disorders to approximately 50%.1 8–10

Along with the decreasing cost of sequencing,
these improvements have facilitated the transition of genomic testing from a research endeavour
to clinical diagnosis. There is limited economic
evidence supporting this transition.6 11–16 The
available studies that attempt to determine the
cost-effectiveness of genomic testing1 12 17 18 do not
employ standard methods for the economic evaluation of health technologies,19 relying on simplified
assumptions to estimate cost-effectiveness, largely
due to lack of data to populate the models.20 21
We have focused specifically on monogenic
forms of ID, which are common and often also
associated with physical disability. Four knowledge bases, Deciphering Developmental Disorders
(DDD) UK (https://decipher.sanger.ac.uk/genes),
PubMed (https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/),
Online Mendelian Inheritance in Man (OMIM)
(https://www.
omim.
org) and Orphanet (https://
www.orpha.net/consor/cgi-bin/index.php),
were
cross-referenced and analysed to compile a reference list of monogenic disorders associated with ID.
The health and social expenditures as a result of
both ID and physical disability were also estimated
and contrasted with the current costs of genomic
testing. The results provide the first integrated
assessment of the potential economic impacts of
genomic testing for ID and offer a foundation for
additional economic evaluations of the comprehensive detection of monogenic disorders that result in
significant disability.

Materials and methods
Information sources and search

The DDD UK, OMIM,22 PubMed and Orphanet
knowledge bases were integrated and cross-
referenced to compile a comprehensive list of
monogenic diseases associated with ID (online
supplementary figure S1). Additional PubMed literature searches were carried out by clinical geneticists
and senior scientists (TR, MF and C-AE) on genes
and disorders that were present in two or fewer
databases to assess that they were in fact ID-confirmed genes by confirming that likely pathogenic
or pathogenic variants had been identified in more
than one unrelated individual and in more than
one family. Genes and disorders not fulfilling these
criteria were excluded from online supplementary
table S1. While this study summarises the top 100
genes as determined by the numbers of pathogenic
alleles reported in DDD UK, there are approximately 2000 genes recognised where ID is part of
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the phenotype, all with significant impacts on morbidity and
mortality.

Data items and synthesis of results

Diseases identified were categorised based on affected body
system with data items extracted, when available, from the databases for each individual gene and associated syndromes. The
choice of body system in syndromic ID was based on whether
a predominant organ system was involved. Items included
disease reference information (OMIM reference), the associated
gene, the body system affected, and items that may influence
the economic and social benefits of determining the genetic
aetiology, such as inheritance pattern and impact of disease
on longevity (coded as 1=less than 2 years of life, 2=death by
adolescence and 3=adult life expectancy).

Cost analysis

Studies reporting the healthcare and social costs related to
either ID or physical disability were identified in two additional literature searches. The literature searches were
targeted, in that initial searches were conducted in PubMed
and then modified for Google Scholar searches and included
search terms from three different categories: genetic disease
nomenclature, economic terminology and social impacts. Citations of any studies assessed as important by the authors were
also reviewed in Google Scholar to broaden the search space.
The objective was to integrate the available data to determine
reliable estimates of the annual costs of caring for people with
disability, and therefore, any study reporting healthcare and/or
social costs related to ID and/or physical disability in a patient
population diagnosed with a monogenic condition were
included. Information from related conditions with similar
levels of disability (such as autism spectrum disorder and cerebral palsy) was added to those where specific costings related
to disability were not available or limited. Some assumptions
were made when synthesising the extracted data from the identified studies. First, where data were available, costs specific
to four age groups (children 0–17 years, young adults 18–29
years, adults 30–60 years and older adults >60 years) were
identified. This was to ensure that health and social expenditures could be estimated over the entirety of an affected individuals lifespan (ie, majority of the common causes of ID are
associated with a lifespan reaching adulthood). Further subdivisions in childhood costs based on age, and in adult costs
based on employment status, were also synthesised due to the
potential for variations in expenditures throughout childhood
and adulthood, respectively.
Costs were further grouped based on the severity of the
condition (mild, moderate and severe). Note that it was not
always possible to ascertain the approach used by authors
to classify patients as mild, moderate and severe, and therefore, classification into these groups across studies may not be
consistent. For the purposes of our study, the groupings were
largely based on the reporting of the terms mild, moderate and
severe, rather than formal diagnostic criteria. Hence, there
was a need to account for this uncertainty. Therefore, lower,
middle and upper boundary estimates were determined for each
subgroup when summing the costs to account for uncertainty.
A pragmatic approach to estimating the lower, middle and
upper bounds was taken, given the fact that more than three
studies may have been available for a particular group and/or
type of cost. In the most straightforward case (three studies
available), the lower and upper boundary estimates were the
480

minimum and maximum costs identified for that subgroup. In
cases where four or more studies were identified, additional
syntheses were required, which usually involved averaging
identified estimates to obtain low, middle and upper estimates.
A mean value was then calculated from the lower, middle and
upper boundary estimates and presented with its associated
range. When only one data source and SD was available, the
mean was used as the middle boundary with plus and minus
the SD to determine the upper and lower (fixed at 0 in cases
of negative numbers) boundaries, respectively. Where only one
data source was available and there was no measure of variance, the same estimate was used across all three boundaries.
To account for the variability in use of certain high-cost services
(such as accommodation), costs were adjusted based on the
proportion of individuals reported to receive those services.
For example, the accommodation costs for adults reported by
Knapp et al23 were estimated across four subgroups: (1) adults
living in a private household, (2) adults living in supported
accommodation, (3) adults living in residential care and (4)
adults living in a hospital. Reported proportions of adults with
ID in Australia living under each of these four categories24
were therefore applied to the respective costs before totalling
the costs to obtain the upper boundary estimate of accommodation costs for adults as well as elderly adults with ID. All
costs were annualised (multiplied by 52 or 12 when initially
reported as weekly or monthly costs, respectively), inflated
and converted to 2018 US dollars using an appropriate
component of a country-specific Consumer Price Index25 or
Wage Price Index,26–29 depending on the country perspective
taken in the original costing study, and rounded off in the text
to two significant figures. All healthcare costs, accommodation
costs, education costs and daytime activities were inflated to
2018 prices using country-specific Organisation for Economic
Co-Operation and Development (OECD) all items non-food,
non-energy Consumer Price Indexes. Income support and loss
of productivity costs were inflated to 2018 prices using the
public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index
(December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian
dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings for the
years of interest for costs originally reported in British pound
sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production
workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars,28 or a ratio of the gross average
monthly wages for the costs originally reported in Euros.29
Carer costs (composed of informal care, external care and
out-of-pocket costs) were inflated to 2018 prices using the
public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index
(December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian
dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings for the
years of interest for costs originally reported in British pound
sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production
workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars,28 or a ratio of the gross average
monthly wages for the costs originally reported in Euros,29 or
using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy
Consumer Price Indexes25 (out-of-pocket costs). All data used
in the costing analysis and methods used to calculate the low,
middle and upper estimates are provided in online supplementary excel file 1.
Disability costs were separated into healthcare and social costs
for intellectual and physical disability. Healthcare costs included
hospital services, community services and treatment/aids/adaptations costs. Social costs included accommodation, education,
daytime activities, income support (benefit payments, disability
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support services and employment support), carer costs (informal
care, external care, out-of-pocket and travel costs) and loss of
productivity (carer and individual).

Results
Identifiable monogenic disorders associated with disability

The most frequent aetiologies for ID detectable through clinical
genomic sequencing are presented in online supplementary table
S1.

The costs of ID

Eighteen costing studies of ID were identified that reported
either healthcare or social costs for at least one of the subgroups
of interest.23 24 30–45 A synthesis of these costs is detailed in
table 1, and the respective references used in each calculation
are provided in online supplementary table S2.
Total healthcare costs associated with ID increased with age
and severity of the disability until individuals reached adulthood.
Healthcare costs were relatively smaller for children between the
ages of 0 and 3 years regardless of the severity of the disability
(range $10 000–$19 000) and were largest for children with a
severe disability between the ages of 12 and 17 years (range
$17 000–$37 000).
It has been underappreciated that the total costs of ID are
driven substantially by social costs and that these are considerably larger than the associated healthcare costs. Total social costs
associated with ID also increased with age and the severity of
the disability until individuals reached young adulthood (ages
18–29 years), with one exception. Paradoxically, total costs
for children 0–3 years were larger for those with moderate ID
($69 000) compared with those with severe ID ($64 000). This
is largely driven by lower income support and higher informal
care costs for children with moderate ID and may be the result
of those with severe ID being more able to access external formal
care services, thus reducing demand for informal family-based
care. As children reached the ages of 4–11 years, the social costs
increase substantially ($62 000–$246 000) largely due to the cost
of special education and carer costs, and increase with severity of
disability. Social costs for young adults are the largest compared
with the other age groups, primarily due to the accommodation
costs, and increase with disability severity ($144 000–$294 000).
Total costs increased by severity of ID and age, although costs
were a little lower for older adults than those in young adulthood
($37 000–$90 000 for children age 0–3, $152 000–329 000 for
young adults and $108 000–$252 000 for elderly adults).

The costs of physical disability

Of the 18 studies reporting the costs of ID, only 636 39 40 42 43 45
specifically provided details of whether or not the patient population assessed also suffered from physical disability. When specified, however, physical disability usually only affected a small
proportion of the sample in addition to ID, making it difficult
to ascertain what costs where attributable to only ID or only
physically disability. Therefore, nine costing studies for the care
of people with physical disability were identified that reported
either healthcare or social costs for at least one of the age ranges,
levels of severity and/or employment status.46–54 Note that only
two studies49 50 indicated that a small proportion of their patient
samples may also have some form of mild ID. A synthesis of
the costs reported in these studies is detailed in table 2 and the
respective references used in each calculation are also provided
in online supplementary table S3.
Doble B, et al. J Med Genet 2020;57:479–486. doi:10.1136/jmedgenet-2019-106445

Total healthcare costs related to physical disability were
greatest for children with severe physical disability, ranging from
$647 000 to $961 000 (hospital-based care) and from $31 000
to $69 000 (home-based care). Healthcare costs for the young
adult and adult groups were considerably lower compared with
the two child groups, ranging from $1400 to $5600 and from
$8400 to $11 000, respectively.
Total social costs associated with physical disability were
greatest in childhood as a result of relatively large benefit
payments, travel costs, external care costs and carer loss of
productivity. Unemployed young adults had very similar but
slightly larger total social costs (range $34 000–$101 000)
compared with unemployed adults (range $34 000–$97 000) due
to the assumption that young adults incur some education costs
in addition to daytime activity costs. Differences in total social
costs between employed and unemployed young adults/adults
were largely driven by the inclusion of carer loss of productivity
only for employed individuals compared with the inclusion of
both carer and individual loss of productivity for unemployed
individuals.
The total costs of physical disability are the largest for children
with a severe disability between the ages 0 and 17 years, ranging
from $80 000 to $1.1 million. These very high total costs are the
result of the extreme severity of disability in the child population
(ventilator-dependent children) from the main study used in our
analysis. These total costs may therefore only be incurred by a
small proportion of children with disabilities. However, even if a
small number of children incur these costs, the magnitude of the
costs in treating and supporting these children will have substantial impacts on total expenditure for all children with a disability.

Discussion

The overall economic cost of caring for people with ID is
extremely high, for families, health systems and society. These
costs average $172 000 per person per year and have been
significantly underestimated. Similar to a ‘submerged iceberg’,
the healthcare costs associated with ID are largely apparent
to both healthcare providers and decision makers, but much
greater hidden social costs remain unappreciated. Compared
with existing studies that have estimated the costs associated
with ID,31 33 41 our estimates are comprehensive and therefore
much larger. Our estimates include all relevant costs incurred
both within the healthcare system and broader society, whereas
other studies have limited their assessments to only certain types
of social costs33 or largely focused on healthcare costs and only
a few types of social costs, with limited consideration of the full
spectrum of costs affecting broader society.31 41
Currently, genomic testing in people with Mendelian disorders relies largely on whole-exome sequencing (WES) as a first-
pass investigative methodology. WES trios including unaffected
parents and an affected child are now routinely sequenced to
increase test efficiency and utility as a significant proportion of
people with ID have a de novo disease aetiology.55 The sequencing
costs associated with WES have now fallen and are reported to
be at least US$500 per person.20 The costs of whole-genome
sequencing (WGS) are higher but have fallen markedly in recent
years and are reported to be at least US$1700 per person for
DNA sequencing.20 Incorporating the cost of variant interpretation increases costs by ~US$45056 plus the costs of computing
infrastructure and data storage (~US$100 per genome).57 Data
analysis and interpretation costs are, however, decreasing for
both WES and WGS as genotype–phenotype correlation databases58 are populated and converted into automated queries.
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$962
(962)

$5893
(431–11 355)

$1398
(955–2110)

$2966
(1930–4002)

$1398
(955–2110)

Children 0–3/severe/profound $13 431
(9222–17 639)

$9297
(3175–17 639)

$9297
(3175–17 639)

$9297
(3175–17 639)

$7296
(3771–12 322)

$7296
(3771–12 322)

$7296
(3771–12 322)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$17 401
(7541–31 076)

$2316
(1199–3434)

$2316
(1199–3434)

$2316
(1199–3 434)

Children 4–11/mild

Children 4–11/moderate

Children 4–11/severe/
profound

Children 12–17/mild

Children 12–17/moderate

Children 12–17/severe/
profound

Young adult 18–29/mild

Young adult 18–29/moderate

Young adult 18–29/severe/
profound

Adult 30–59/mild

Adult 30–59/moderate

Adult 30–59/severe/profound

Elderly adult >60/mild

Elderly adult >60/moderate

Elderly adult >60/severe/
profound

$247
(142–351)

$100
(75–126)
$4965
(3199–6731)

$4818
(3131–6506)

$4818
(3131–6506)

$20 650
(9661–35 454)

$18 935
(8617–33 337)

$18 935
(8617–33 337)

$20 650
(9661–35 454)

$18 935
(8617–33 337)

$18 935
(8617–33 337)

$26 274
(16 710–37 338)

$8767
(4253–14 782)

$8767
(4253–14 782)

$16 266
(3730–31 021)

$16 119
(3662–30 796)

$16 119
(3662–30 796)

$14 579
(10 277–18 881)

$14 432
(10 210–18 655)

$14 432
(10 210–18 655)

$75 890
(55 740–91 882)

$63 061
(21 390–86 335)

$60 331
(21 390–86 335)

$75 890
(55 740–91 882)

$63 061
(21 390–86 335)

$60 331
(21 390–86 335)

$80 854
(51 511–99 169)

$73 161
(51 511–86 335)

$73 161
(51 511–86 335)

$3494(1736–
4836)

$3494
(1736–4836)

$3494
(1736–4836)

$3092
(1418–3949)

$3092
(1418–3949)

$3092
(1418–3949)

$984
(374–1536)

$984
(374–1536)

$984
(374–1536)

Total healthcare Accommodation
costs
costs†

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$2689
(1321-3758)

$2689
(1321–3758)

$2689
(1321–3758)

$40 759
(31 994–47 020)

$40 759
(31 994–47 020)

$40 759
(31 994–47 020)

$41 594
(17 273–71 996)

$41 594
(17 273–71 996)

$41 594
(17 273–71 996)

$2521
(0–3782)

$2521
(0–3782)

$2521
(0–3782)

$11 522
(9528–13 515)

$11 522
(9528–13 515)

$11 522
(9528–13 515)

$7538
(6398–9344)

$13 413
(9891–15 857)

$13 598
(9891–15 857)

$8567
(3774–13 360)

$8567
(3774–13 360)

$8567
(3774–13 360)

$6890
(706–13 029)

$6890
(706–13 029)

$6890
(706–13 029)

$12 405
(11 781–13 029)

$12 405
(11 781–13 029)

$12 405
(11 781–13 029)

$6163
(0–13 029)

$6163
(0–13 029)

$6163
(0–13 029)

Daytime
Education costs‡ activities costs§

Social costs
(mean (lower and upper boundaries))

$13 880
(12 885-14 675)

$12 891
(10 661–14 675)

$13 419
(11 848–14 675)

$14 361
(12 885–15 541)

$13 372
(10 661–15 541)

$13 900
(11 848–15 541)

$14 361
(12 885–15 541)

$13 372
(10 661–15 541)

$13 900
(11 848–15 541)

$12 691
(12 390–12 843)

$11 868
(10 661–12 843)

$12 395
(11 848–12 843)

$12 772
(12 390–12 988)

$11 948
(10 661–12 988)

$12 476
(11 848–12 988)

$12 615
(12 390–12 885)

$11 626
(10 661–12 390)

$12 154
(11 848–12 390)

Income support¶

$12 662
(3506–22 995)

$12 662
(3506–22 995)

$10 321
(0–22 995)

$10 321
(0–22 995)

$10 321
(0–22 995)

Loss of
Productivity¶

$12 653
(3443–23 032)

$12 653
(3443–23 032)

$29 412
(15 495–40 604)

$29 412
(15 495–40 604)

$29 412
(15 495–40 604)

$29 412
(15 495–40 604)

$2262
(2211–2329)

$2262
(2211–2329)

$105 384
$2262
(83 009–122 910) (2211–2329)

$92 408
(74 916–99 609)

$75 537
(60 026–87 810)

$104 350
$29 412
(82 537–121 315) (15 495–40 604)

$91 374
(74 444–98 574)

$74 503
(59 554–86 215)

$104 350
$29 412
(82 537–121 315) (15 495–40 604)

$91 374
(74 444–98 575)

$74 503
(59 554–86 215)

$69 117
$12 653
(16 920–121 315) (3443–23 032)

$61 024
(23 474–98 575)

$46 135
(14 528–77 741)

$69 747
$12 662
(18 178–121 315) (3506–22 995)

$61 654
(24 732–98 575)

$46 764
(15 787–77 741)

$16 762
(16 762)

$23 316
(23 316)

$14 370
(14 370)

Carer costs**

$208 535
(163 491–245 193)

$181 743
(118 824–219 437)

$162 669
(105 121–204 547)

$231 550
(173 054–278 686)

$210 633
(131 880–259 442)

$191 744
(118 177–244 552)

$240 233
(167 523–293 747)

$218 575
(157 205–260 702)

$202 232
(143 503–245 812)

$145 605
(67 189–222 076)

$136 688
(72 013–199 335)

$122 326
(64 255–178 501)

$152 286
(64 547–246 272)

$143 369
(69 371–223 532)

$129 007
(61 613–202 698)

$49 366
(29 526–70 989)

$54 931 (34 350–
77 048)

$46 514
(26 592–68 102)

Total social costs

$213 500
(166 690–251 925)

$186 561
(121 955–225 942)

$167 487
(108 252–211 052)

$252 200
(182 715–314 140)

$229 568
(140 497–292 779)

$210 679
(126 794–277 889)

$260 883
(177 184–329 201)

$237 511
(165 823–294 039)

$221 167
(152 120–279 149)

$171 878
(83 899–259 413)

$145 455
(76 266–214 117)

$131 093
(68 508–193 283)

$168 551
(68 276–277 293)

$159 488
(73 033–254 327)

$145 126
(65 275–233 493)

$63 945
(39 803–89 869)

$69 364
(44 560–95 703)

$60 946
(36 802–86 757)

Healthcare and
social costs)

Total costs (mean
(lower and upper
boundaries))

*All healthcare costs (hospital, community and treatment) were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
†Accommodation costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
‡Education costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
§Daytime activities costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
¶Income support and loss of productivity costs were inflated to 2018 prices using the public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index (December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings for the years of interest for costs
originally reported in British pound sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars.28
**Carer costs (composed of informal care, external care and out-of-pocket costs) were inflated to 2018 prices using the public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index (December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings
for the years of interest for costs originally reported in British pound sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars28 (informal and external carer costs), or using country-specific OECD all items
non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes25 (out-of-pocket costs).
OECD, Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.

$2402
(1858–2946)

$2402
(1858–2946)

$100
(75–126)

$282
(189–376)

$2966
(1930–4002)

$2402
(1858–2946)

$136
(121–150)

$136
(121–150)

$282
(189–376)

$136
(121–150)

$136
(121–150)

$1073
(118–2028)

$926
(50–1802)

$926
(50–1802)

$1075
(123–2028)

$929
(55–1802)

$929
(55–1802)

$187
(93–280)

$40
(26–55)

$40
(26–55)

Treatment/aids/
adaptations
costs

$1398
(955–2110)

$1398
(955–2110)

$17 904
(12 821–22 988)

$544
(431–657)

$544
(431–657)

$5893
(431–11 355)

$5893
(431–11 355)

$962
(962)

$13 431
(9222–17 639)

Children 0–3/moderate

$962
(962)

$13 431
(9222–17 639)

Children 0–3/mild

Hospital services Community
costs
services costs

Healthcare costs*
(mean (lower and upper boundaries))

Costs of intellectual disability per annum by age and severity of disability (2018, US$)

Age (years)/severity group

Table 1
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$775 850
(627 516–924 184)

$164
(164)

$164
(164)

$7752
(7752)

$7752
(7752)

Children 0–17/severe in
hospital

Young adults 18–29/employed

Young adults 18–29/
unemployed

Adults 30–60/employed

Adults 30–60/unemployed

$219
(0–353)

$219
(0–353)

$1914
(578–2846)

$1914
(578–2846)

$10 549
(10 549)

$5984
(5984)

Community
services
costs

$1682
(639–2562)

$1682
(639–2562)

$1682
(639–2562)

$1682
(639–2562)

$17 374
(8842–26 000)

$28 296
(25 310–31 388)

Treatment/aids/
adaptations costs

$9652
(8390–10 666)

$9652
(8390–10 666)

$3760
(1381–5572)

$3760
(1381–5572)

$803 773
(646 907–960 733)

$50 398
(31 294–68 513)

Total healthcare
costs

$2955
(2648–3568)

$2955
(2648–3568)

$2955
(2648–3568)

$2955
(2648–3568)

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

Daytime
activities costs§

$0
(0)

$0
(0)

$2919
(0–4379)

$0
(0)

$7795
(0–16 726)

$1992
(1992)

$889
(0–1992)

$1992
(1992)

$889
(0–1992)

$0
(0)

$12 418
$0
(1179–23 657) (0)

Accommodation Education
costs†
costs‡

Social costs
(mean (lower and upper boundaries))

$8236
(8236)

$365
(365)

$8236
(8236)

$365
(365)

$12 220
(12 220)

$12 220
(12 220)

Income
support¶

$12 814
(0–20 511)

$12 814
(0–20 511)

$12 814
(0–20 511)

$12 814
(0–20 511)

$49 686
(7693–94 488)

$64 286
(10 601–117 971)

Carer costs**

$44 354
(20 988–62 557)

$14 494
(10 981–17 711)

$44 354
(20 988–62 557)

$14 494
(10 981–17 711)

$30 234
(30 234)

$24 988
(24 988)

Loss of
productivity¶

$70 350
(33 863–96 864)

$31 516
(13 994–44 147)

$73 269
(33 863–101 243)

$31 516
(13 994-44 147)

$99 935
(50 147–153 668)

$113 911
(48 987–178 836)

$80 002
(42 253–107 530)

$41 168
(22 384–54 814)

$77 029
(35 244–106 815)

$35 276
(15 375–49 719)

$903 708
(697 054–1 114 401)

$164 309
(80 280–247 348)

(Healthcare and
Total social costs social costs)

Total costs (mean
(lower and upper
boundaries))

*All healthcare costs (hospital, community and treatment) were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
†Accommodation costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
‡Education costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
§Daytime activities costs were inflated to 2018 prices using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes.25
¶Income support and loss of productivity costs were inflated to 2018 prices using the public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index (December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings for the years of interest for costs
originally reported in British pound sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars,28 or a ratio of the gross average monthly wages for the costs originally reported in Euros.29
**Carer costs (composed of informal care, external care and out-of-pocket costs) were inflated to 2018 prices using the public and private all industries Australian Wage Price Index (December 2018) for costs originally reported in Australian dollars26 or a ratio of average annual nominal earnings for
the years of interest for costs originally reported in British pound sterling,27 or a ratio of the average hourly nominal production workers compensation for the years of interest for costs originally reported in US dollars,28 or a ratio of the gross average monthly wages for the costs originally reported in
Euros29 (informal and external carer costs), or using country-specific OECD all items non-food, non-energy Consumer Price Indexes25 (out-of-pocket costs).
OECD, Organisation for Economic Co-Operation and Development.

$16 118
(0–31 141)

Children 0–17/severe at home

Hospital services
costs

Healthcare costs*
(mean (lower and upper boundaries))

Costs of physical disability per annum by age, severity of disability and employment status (2018, US$)

Age (years)/severity group

Table 2
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Costs associated with clinical follow-up appointments, investigations and referrals also increase overall costs associated with
genomic sequencing. These additional costs have been estimated
to be approximately US$1000 per patient.59
Genomic testing may identify additional aetiologies in ~50%
of patients undiagnosed by chromosome microarray.8 WGS
achieves a higher diagnostic rate for genetic disorders than
WES60 61 because of better coverage of protein-coding sequences
and higher sensitivity for other types of mutations.10 This
equates to a potential total diagnosis rate of ~75% if genomic
testing combined with chromosome microarray is used as a first-
line testing approach.7 10
Genomic testing can result in a reduction in the time to a
clinical diagnosis to under a week, resulting in fewer expensive
and invasive diagnostic tests, and faster progression to gene-
specific genetic counselling.62 Genomic testing may also result in
patients being referred to a clinical geneticist and/or an appropriate specialist earlier in the diagnostic odyssey, avoiding inefficient use of healthcare resources. The costs of prior negative
diagnostic testing in patients who eventually receive a diagnosis
through either traditional genetic diagnostic evaluations or
genomic testing have been estimated to be between US$19 0001
and US$25 000.6 By contrast, genomic testing can result in
savings to the healthcare system that exceed the costs of generating the data and undertaking the analysis for the entire tested
cohort.61
As novel causes of ID are identified, the number of treatable
forms of ID is expected to increase as new therapies are developed.63 Although newborn screening is important to ensure
optimal lifetime health outcomes for treatable conditions, it
is unlikely that, in the short term, many effective treatments
linked to genomic testing for ID will be available.64 There are,
however, many existing management options and therapies for
ID, the costs of which are captured in table 1. Thus, improved
diagnosis through genomic testing is unlikely to have a large
impact on social expenditures for affected individuals in the
short term.
The refinement of recurrence risk through gene identification
has important impacts on families and the choices available to
them. When the risk is high, it facilitates access to reproductive
testing, such as prenatal diagnosis and in vitro fertilisation with
preimplantation genetic screening. When the risk is low with
the diagnosis of a de novo ID aetiology, reproductive confidence
is often restored, the consequences being an increased number
of healthy children. Increased reproductive options based on
the availability of a specific molecular diagnosis are beginning
to affect health and social expenditure, while emerging targeted
treatments may also have a significant impact in the future. In
the first instance, a corrected appreciation of the overall costs for
people living with significant disabilities should allow for more
appropriate levels of societal funding to enable improved living
standards and appropriate allocation of healthcare and daily
living resources.
Genomic testing has expanded into clinical settings and has
replaced traditional diagnostic methods primarily early in life
for Mendelian disorders.65 The benefits of WES and WGS show
the highest current utility in monogenic disorders such as ID.
As genomic diagnostics replace single-
gene testing, not only
will savings of US$19 000-$25 0001 6 that would have been
expended on diagnostic odysseys accrue, but also such testing
will also provide cumulative benefits throughout life such as
preconception carrier screening and pharmacogenomics testing.
Genomic diagnostics is, however, unlikely to replace inexpensive screening methodologies such as tandem mass spectrometry
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in the foreseeable future, with such testing remaining important
due to its accuracy, low cost and ability to provide functional
data.
This is one of the first studies to review and synthesise the
potential economic and social benefits of implementing genomic
testing. It also provides one of the most comprehensive syntheses
of the healthcare and social costs of intellectual and physical
disability as they relate to genetic disorders. This study therefore
provides a foundation for more robust economic evaluations of
genomic testing in ID.
The majority of studies (62%) used in our costing analysis of
intellectual and physical disability were conducted in the UK,
resulting potentially in cost distortions when applied to different
countries. To account for this, lower, middle and upper boundary
estimates were derived, and a mean value with its associated
range was calculated to account for this uncertainty. Due to the
limited data available concerning the cost of disability related
to genetic conditions, it was considered reasonable to assume
that cost estimates from conditions resulting in a similar type
and degree of disability were comparable. Only 723 32 33 46 47 49 51
of the 27 studies used in the cost analysis reported the costs
of intellectual and physical disability as the amount excess of
routine healthcare and social expenditures (ie, attributable to
disability only) (references highlighted in bold in online supplementary tables S2 and S3). Adjusting for population-level health
and social expenditures would, however, be unlikely to alter
our total cost estimates significantly due to the magnitude of
the total health and social costs reported in our study. Finally,
despite our costing analysis, including a wide range of healthcare
and social costs, some costs were not captured (ie, there were
limited data on the costs of aids and modifications), and so the
costs presented here still represent an underestimate.
There are advantages of providing access to genomic testing
for families with a child with ID as de novo events will be the
aetiology in about 50% of cases: a single genomic investigation
can therefore restore reproductive confidence by providing
recurrence information and reassurance. The interpretation
of individual genomic data will be iterative and its value will
increase rapidly as genomic variants are integrated with population clinical information in genotype–phenotype databases.13
Such international databases need to be established and maintained to provide privacy-protected genomic and linked medical
information for evidence-based care. The availability of genotype–phenotype databases will improve the clinical utility of
genomics and assist with targeting healthcare resources. The use
of increasingly well-
populated genotype–phenotype databases
will also dramatically reduce the costs of analysis by correlating
variants with clinical features. The availability of lower cost
genomic testing combined with a high diagnostic utility and
the potential to restore reproductive confidence will result in
genomic testing becoming the standard for diagnostic medicine.
This study has produced a comprehensive accumulated
dataset of the costs associated with the care of people with
ID throughout life, which exceed many millions of dollars per
person. The cost of care is many fold higher than that considered in the older literature and highlights the chasm between the
support that people with ID and their families require and the
low levels of current funding. These updated health and social
costs should become the new reference point for the provision of
appropriate funding support for people living with disabilities.
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